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Abstract
Immigrants residing among many co-ethnics are especially likely to receive
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for a disability when they belong to high SSI take-up
immigrant groups. After showing that this relationship cannot be fully explained by differences
in health, we consider the likely sources of these network effects by separately examining their
role in the decision to apply for SSI and, conditional on applying, their role in determining who
ultimately receives benefits. Our results suggest that networks may increase the probability of
applying for SSI despite minor disabilities, but it is unlikely that network effects are driven by
egregious lies on applications.

I. Introduction
The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program provides cash benefits to the elderly,
blind, and disabled with low incomes and limited assets. As is the case with any transfer
program, two natural concerns arise with respect to SSI. First, are all eligible people receiving
the benefits to which they are entitled? Second, are otherwise ineligible people manipulating the
system in order to receive benefits? The first may be of particular concern for the foreign-born
given that the application process can present a formidable barrier for people with limited
knowledge of English and U.S. programs. The second may be of particular concern to
immigration policymakers if they believe that immigrants come to the U.S. explicitly to receive
these benefits. This paper sheds light on these two issues by examining the role of ethnic
networks in determining SSI take-up among working-age immigrants.
If disability and poverty were exogenously determined and SSI funds perfectly allocated,
then we would not expect to find any evidence that exposure to people receiving SSI would
increase the probability of take-up. Furtado and Theodoropoulos (2012) find, even when
controlling for country of origin and area of residence fixed effects, that immigrants residing
among many co-ethnics are especially likely to receive SSI when they belong to high SSI takeup ethnic groups. We make two contributions to this work. First, we explore whether this
relationship can be fully explained by differences in health behaviors and health status. Next, we
consider the likely sources of network effects by separately examining the role of networks in
explaining the decision to apply for SSI and, conditional on applying, their role in determining
who ultimately receives benefits.
II. Background
Like Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), the largest disability program in the
United States, SSI is run by the Social Security Administration and provides cash benefits to the
blind and disabled of working age. In contrast to SSDI, the SSI program does not have work
history requirements but is instead targeted to people with limited incomes and assets. Minimum
cash benefits are established at the federal level, but states often supplement these funds.
The SSI and SSDI programs use the same process to determine who is disabled. After
local offices establish whether applicants satisfy the non-disability-related requirements of either
of the two programs, applications, consisting of detailed medical reports, are sent to Disability
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Determination Services (DDS) offices. These state-run but federally-funded offices determine
whether applicants have disabilities which not only prevent them from working but are expected
to last at least a year or result in death. Of all SSI applications submitted in 2002 by working-age
individuals who satisfied the non-medical conditions for approval, a little over half were
eventually awarded benefits based on medical criteria (SSI Annual Statistical Report 2011).
Applicants who are denied benefits can typically ask for reconsideration by a second
team of examiners at the same DDS office. If they are again rejected, they can appeal to an
Administrative Law Judge, then to the Social Security Appeals Council, and then to district
courts. The appeals process can take years and may involve lengthy legal battles, but success
rates are high. About half of the 18 to 64-year-old 2002 applicants who were initially denied
appealed the decision and more than 56 percent of those who appealed were eventually awarded
benefits (SSI Annual Statistical Report 2011). 1
Before 1996, generally all immigrants legally in the U.S. were eligible for SSI, but the
1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act along with the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act limited access to all non-citizens,
including legal permanent residents. Immigrants who were legally in the U.S. before 1996
retained access to the SSI safety net in the event of a disability. Non-citizens who entered the
country post-enactment may qualify for benefits if they are refugees, have sufficient work
histories in the U.S., or participated in the military, but in general, are not eligible for SSI.
III. Do Ethnic Networks affect SSI Take-Up among Disabled Immigrants?
It is difficult to identify causal relationships between networks and the take-up of social
assistance programs. Positive correlations between exposure to people receiving benefits and
take-up of a program might be explained by unobserved characteristics, common to people in the
same social circle, which affect eligibility (see Manski 1993). For example, people living in
certain cities may have high SSI take-up rates because they are applying for benefits at the same,
potentially more lenient, DDS office. Similarly, high take-up rates among immigrants from
certain countries might be explained by their shared refugee status or lack of work experience.
Starting with the work on welfare cultures by Bertrand, Luttmer and Mullainathan
(2000), these issues have typically been addressed by examining whether take-up among
1

We use the number people who applied for reconsideration as our measure of initial appeals. Because ten states do
not have a reconsideration stage (appeals go straight to the courts), we underestimate the total number of appeals.
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immigrants residing among many co-ethnics is especially high when they belong to high take-up
ethnic groups. This strategy allows researchers to control for country of origin fixed effects, area
of residence fixed effects, as well as the share of the population in a person’s area of residence
that shares the person’s ethnic background. This general approach has been used to uncover
network effects in the take-up of welfare (Aslund and Fredriksson 2009), Medicaid (Gee and
Giuntella 2011), prenatal care assistance (Aizer and Currie 2004), and Special Supplemental
Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (Figlio, Hammersma, and Roth 2011).
While our ultimate goal is to more carefully examine the mechanisms through which
ethnic networks affect SSI take-up, we start by replicating the Furtado and Theodoropoulos
(2012) Census-based findings using data from the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS), a
data set with significantly fewer immigrants than the U.S. Census but with detailed information
on health. The NHIS also asks whether people applied for SSI benefits, regardless of whether
they ultimately receive them. To maximize sample size, we pool surveys from 1997 to 2011.
Our baseline sample consists of 143,620 immigrants aged 25 to 64 who do not have missing data
on the dependent variable, baseline control variables and country of origin. Immigrants from
Puerto Rico and other U.S. territories were dropped from the sample.
Following Furtado and Theodoropoulos (2012), we estimate the following equation,
(1)

SSI=
β1CAjk × SSI j + β 2CAjk + Xijk β '3 + γ j + δ k + eijk ,
ijk

where SSI equals one if person i from country j living in area k is receiving SSI for a disability
and zero otherwise. Contact availability, CA, is the log of the proportion of people living in area
k that belong to ethnic group j while SSI is the proportion of immigrants in the U.S. from
country j receiving SSI disability benefits. Controls for age and age squared, gender, educational
attainment, marital status, having a child in the home, and year of the survey are included in the
vector X. Country of origin fixed effects, γ j , and areas of residence fixed effects, δ k , are used in
all specifications. Our measure of network effects, β1 , is expected to be positive if immigrants
living in areas with many co-ethnics are more likely to receive SSI when they belong to ethnic
groups with high SSI take-up rates.
Using the restricted version of the NHIS accessed at the Research Data Center, we have
access to data on respondents’ county of residence in the U.S. as well as their country of birth.
However, the significantly smaller sample size of the NHIS makes it impossible to construct
3

accurate measures of CA even when pooling multiple years of data. Thus, we obtain data on the
proportion of each county’s population from each country of origin from the 2000 U.S. Census
Summary File 3. The summary files are aggregate-level data constructed using data on all “long
form” Census respondents, a fifteen percent sample of the U.S. population. We merged the
contact availability variable constructed using Census Summary Files with the NHIS individual
data by country of origin and county of residence.
Approximately 1 percent of the immigrants in our sample receive SSI for a disability. 2
Take-up varies quite substantially across ethnic groups ranging from 8.0 among Iraqis to zero
among Swedes. Some of this variation can easily be accounted for by differences in the age and
educational distributions across ethnic groups. To formally account for these differences, we
turn to regression analysis.
Column 1 of Table 1 shows regression results for our baseline specification. Consistent
with Furtado and Theodoropoulos (2012), immigrants living in counties with large co-ethnic
populations are especially likely to receive SSI when they belong to ethnic groups with high SSI
take-up rates. 3 The magnitude of the coefficient is smaller than what was found using Census
microdata, but we suspect this is because the more recent NHIS surveys include more
immigrants who do not qualify for SSI given the 1996 reforms.
IV. Health Behaviors and Outcomes
The first major contribution of our paper is to consider whether these patterns can be
explained by differences in health. Immigrants in high take-up groups may be more likely to
smoke, have poor diets, or lack exercise. If these patterns are exacerbated when they reside
amidst many co-ethnics, then our estimated network effects may reflect the role of peers in
determining health behaviors as opposed sharing information or establishing norms specifically
about SSI.
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According to the Social Security Administration, 2.6 percent of the U.S. resident population received SSI benefits
in 2011 (Table 13; SSI Annual Statistical Report, 2011). SSI take-up is lower in our sample both because many
immigrants are not eligible for SSI and because the NHIS does not sample people in institutions, many of whom
receive SSI.
3
While it is true that a positive estimated interaction coefficient might be explained by occupational similarities
within social circles, Furtado and Theodoropoulos (2012) showed that baseline results were robust to controlling for
the likelihood of being injured on the job and unemployment rates within country of origin and area of residence
cells.
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Information on health behaviors is only available for a limited sample, known as the adult
sample, within the NHIS. Column 2 of Table 1 shows results for the baseline model using the
adult sample. The network effect is estimated to be stronger in this sample. In column 3,
controls for smoking (a dummy variable equal to one if the person is currently a smoker and zero
otherwise) and body mass index (BMI) are added. As expected given the relationships between
these variables and many potentially disabling diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, and
cancer, smokers and people with higher BMIs are more likely to receive SSI. However, adding
these variables has very little impact on our estimated network coefficient suggesting that health
behaviors are not driving the baseline SSI results.
Admittedly, there is a host of other health behaviors, potentially correlated within ethnic
groups especially for people residing among many co-ethnics, which may determine ultimate
impairment. Simple genetics might also explain disability patterns. Because these health
characteristics are difficult to measure, we add a catch-all measure of health to the model. The
NHIS asks respondents to evaluate their current health on the following scale: “Poor, Fair, Good,
Very Good, and Excellent”. Results from a model including dummy variables for these
responses (excellent health is the omitted category) are shown in Column 4 of Table 1. People
who self-report having worse health are more likely to receive SSI benefits, but again, the
inclusion of these variables decreases the estimated network coefficient only slightly. We
conclude, therefore, that while differences in health can explain part of our estimated interaction
coefficient, a significant and quantitatively important SSI network effect remains.
V. Mechanisms
In this section, we explore the mechanisms through which ethnic networks operate by
separately examining the decision to apply for SSI and, conditional on applying, the likelihood of
receiving benefits. Ethnic networks may impact the probability of applying for benefits for
many reasons. People who know others receiving benefits would know the program exists and
could very easily gather information on the application process, the income and asset constraints,
and the severity of disability needed to obtain benefits. Norms may also play a role in
determining who applies for benefits. Taboos enforced within social circles might explain why
some severely disabled individuals might undergo financial hardship but still refuse to apply for
government assistance. It is also possible that, in social groups with little stigma attached to
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receiving SSI, people with minor disabilities apply hoping to being matched with a lenient DDS
examiner. Maestas, Mullen, and Strand (2011) find that 23 percent of SSDI applicants are at the
margin of acceptance in that whether they receive benefits depends on the examiner to whom
they were initially assigned.
In contrast to the variety of ways networks may increase the likelihood of applying for
SSI, the mechanisms through which ethnic networks can impact the probability of an ultimately
successful application, among those who apply, are much more specific. Networks may be
useful for distributing information on which doctors are likely to provide compelling evidence
that a person is disabled and which lawyers have the best record of winning SSI appeals. More
lax taboos against exaggerating disabilities may also increase the likelihood that applications are
successful if DDS examiners and appeals judges cannot perfectly assess the accuracy of medical
claims.
It is also possible that people with more exposure to SSI recipients have a lower
probability of receiving benefits, conditional on applying, than those with less exposure. If
people know about the program, they receive help in filling out applications, and there is very
little stigma against receiving SSI, then they may apply for benefits despite having only minor
disabilities. If these marginal applications are ultimately rejected, then we might see that
immigrants surrounded by co-ethnics are less likely to receive SSI, conditional on applying, if
they belong to high SSI ethnic groups.
Table 2 shows regression results of the two models. In column 1, the dependent variable
equals one if the person ever applied for SSI benefits and zero otherwise. Just as in the baseline
models, immigrants with more exposure to co-ethnics with high rates of take-up are more likely
to apply for benefits. In fact, our results suggest that ethnic networks have a stronger impact on
the decision to apply for benefits than on receiving benefits. Column 2 of Table 2 shows results
from a model restricted to a sample of immigrants who have in the past applied for SSI benefits.
The dependent variable equals one if the person is receiving SSI and zero otherwise. In this
model, the estimated network coefficient takes on a negative value. While this result is
inconsistent with networks operating through information sharing on filling out successful
applications and hiring the best lawyers, it is consistent with people applying for benefits despite
having only marginal disabilities when they have more exposure to co-ethnics on SSI. The
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estimated interaction coefficient is only statistically significant at the 10 percent level, but we
note that sample size drops quite dramatically in this model.
VI. Conclusion
This paper investigates the role of ethnic networks in determining SSI take-up among
disabled working-age immigrants. Using NHIS data, we replicate the findings in the literature
that immigrants living among many co-ethnics are especially likely to take-up SSI if they belong
to a high SSI take-up ethnic group. We then show that these relationships are robust to
controlling for several health behaviors and a self-reported measure of overall health. Finally,
we show that networks seem to positively affect the decision to apply but have a negative impact
on the likelihood of receiving benefits conditional on applying. This suggests that people learn
about the SSI program within ethnic communities and perhaps form norms about the
appropriateness of applying despite having only minor disabilities. It does not, however, seem
likely that network effects are driven by norms promoting egregious lies on applications or
shared information about the best lawyers to navigate the appeals process.
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Table 1. The Effect of Ethnic Networks on SSI Receipt
Dependent variable: SSI
CA * Proportion of co-ethnics receiving SSI

(1)
0.152***
(0.031)
-0.001***
(0.000)
---

(2)
0.238***
(0.055)
-0.001**
(0.001)
---

Current smoker

---

---

Very good health

---

---

Good health

---

---

Fair health

---

---

Poor health

---

---

143,620
0.033

55,919
0.046

CA
BMI

Observations
Adjusted R-squared

(3)
0.219***
(0.050)
-0.001**
(0.001)
0.001***
(0.000)
0.004**
(0.002)

53,264
0.045

(4)
0.143***
(0.029)
-0.001***
(0.000)
-----0.0003
(0.000)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.039***
(0.003)
0.147***
(0.009)
143,553
0.078

Notes: Linear probability models are used throughout. Columns 1 and 4 use the person sample of the NHIS while columns 2 and
3 use the adult sample. Controls for age, age squared, gender, educational attainment, marital status, having a child at home, year
of the survey, and county and country fixed effects are included in all models. Standard errors, clustered by county and county of
origin, are in parentheses. Observations are weighted using NHIS-provided person weights in columns 1 and 4 and adult weights
in columns 2 and 3. Significance levels are noted by the following: *** significance at 1%, ** significance at 5%, * significance
at 10%.

Table 2. Mechanisms Through Which Ethnic Networks Operate
Ever Applied for SSI
(1)
0.212***
(0.037)
-0.001**
(0.000)
143,479
0.052

CA * Proportion of co-ethnics receiving SSI
CA
Observations
Adjusted R-squared

SSI
(2)
-1.265*
(0.708)
0.025*
(0.015)
2,721
0.305

Notes: Column 1 uses the full sample while column 2 is restricted to a sample of SSI applicants. Controls for age, age squared,
gender, educational attainment, marital status, having a child at home, year of the survey, and county and country fixed effects
are included in all models. Standard errors, clustered by county and county of origin, are in parentheses. Observations are
weighted using the NHIS-provided person weights. Significance levels are noted by the following: *** significance at 1%, **
significance at 5%, * significance at 10%.
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